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1.     Introduction 

When requesting a report of the necessary documents related to the components evaluation, we instruct the 

reporting method in either the investigation procedures on product-containing substance ①, delivered Products for 

Electronic Component Business or the investigation procedures on product-containing substances ②, delivered 

Products for Automotive Information Equipment Business depending on the request of the customer who has 

dealings with us, or depending on the intended use of our company.  Please submit the documents by the specified 

reporting method. 

 

2.     Investigation Procedures on Product-containing Substances 

1) Purpose 

The aim is to reduce the environmental impact of our products by means of investigating chemical substances 

contained in the products and using the investigation results. 

 

2) Definitions of terms 

(1) Material (component) 

It collectively refers to raw materials, components, semi-finished units, finished products, packaging  

materials, etc. to be procured 

(2) Article 

Among the parts, it is referred to a part that has a particular shape, appearance, or design given in the 

production  process to create a certain function in the final use, and those effects created in the production 

process are greater than the effect of the chemical composition of the part.   

e.g.: Purchased parts such as substrate, chip capacitor, motor, etc., and processed parts such as gear and cases 

(3) Chemical Product (Chemically formed product) 

It is a general term for a chemical substance by itself, or mixtures thereof when used as auxiliary materials or 

production auxiliaries, such as cleaning agents, adhesives, lubricants, release agents, abrasives, etc. It is in a 

state of solid or powder or liquid that do not have a specific shape. 

(4) Part element 

It means the minimum decomposed unit that makes up the object to be investigated. 

(5) Homogeneous material 

It refers to a material that cannot be mechanically decomposed into different materials. The term 

homogeneous means “one material of uniform composition throughout”. Examples of "homogeneous 

materials" include individual types of plastics, ceramics, glass, metals, alloys, paper, unmounted substrates, 

resins, and coatings. The term "mechanical decomposition" means that, as a rule, a material can be separated 

by mechanical work such as screw-off, cutting, crushing, grinding, or polishing processes.  
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(6) IMDS (International Material Data System) 

IMDS is a global material data analysis tool that collects and analyzes information on materials and 

substances of the parts that make up an automobile. It is used worldwide as the automobile industry standard.  

The report created by this tool indicates all the substances are fully disclosed and that the substances not 

included in the report are not contained.  

http://www.mdsystem.com/ 

(7) JAPIA Standard Material Data sheet (hereinafter referred to as JAPIA sheet) 

       It is a standard material data sheet developed based on the agreement of JAPIA (Japan Automobile Parts 

Industry Association). The report created with this tool shows full disclosure of all materials and substances 

and if they are not included in the report, that means they are not contained in the object. 

http://www.japia.or.jp/ 

(8) Report on the inclusion of substances of concern 

This is our unique reporting form for the contained substance information. Suppliers are requested to input 

and output the contained substance information in the Excel file called Green Procurement Data Registration 

Tool. This report shows all the substances are fully disclosed and that the substances not described in the 

report means they are not contained.  

(9) Intentional inclusion 

It refers to a state in which a substance has been added to give the object a certain characteristic and 

quality.  

(10) Unintentional inclusion 

      It refers to impurities in substances that are not intentionally added to the object, or a state in which 

reaction intermediates, degradations, and reaction products are made in the production process. In addition, 

in the time between manufacturing at the supplier site and delivery to our company, if substances are 

contained in the delivered goods unintentionally, it will be regarded as unintentional inclusion. 

(11) Threshold 

         It is a measure of the content level which will not affect as a product-containing substance. This standard 

quotes the figures set forth in the relevant regulations in general. 

(12) Wild card 

      It refers to a non-disclosure substance that is permitted not to be disclosed at less than 10 percent level. 

However, it is only applicable to the chemical substances other than prohibited and controlled substances. 

When the substance contained in the wild card becomes a prohibited substance or controlled substance, 

suppliers are requested to re-report it. 
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(13) Impurity (Misc.) 

It refers to a by-product and catalyst residue caused during the synthesis reaction process. It is a substance 

that cannot be removed at the current industrial technology level, and it does not matter whether it is a 

natural product or a non-natural product. It also refers to a substance that is not intentionally added to give 

the final product some sort of function. In addition, when a substance is unintentionally contained in the 

delivered product in the time between manufacturing at the supplier site and delivery to our company, it is 

treated as an impurity. If some substance is intentionally added and it is classified as impurity so that it can be 

distinguished from the main raw material, however, it is not regarded as an impurity under the guideline of 

this procedure manual as long as it is intentionally added.  

 

3) Subject to investigation 

In principle, the following are subject to investigation. 

⚫ Raw materials 

⚫ Parts (electrical parts, mechanical parts, electrical mechanical parts, printed circuit boards, procured parts 

like exterior parts and processed parts, etc.) 

⚫ Semi-finished units (assembly parts such as modules, substrate ASSY, etc.) 

⚫ Finished products (procurement products entrusted with design and manufacturing) 

⚫ Packaging materials (packaging materials purchased by our company) 

Exception: We may ask suppliers to investigate the packaging materials used for the delivered materials 

from suppliers to us only when special response is required due to the relevant laws and regulations or our 

customer’s requirements. 

⚫ Chemical products (paints, adhesive tapes, solder, lubricants, adhesives, cleaning agents, release liquids, 

etc.) 

⚫ Accessories (accessories for using equipment, such as remote controls 

⚫ Sevice parts 

⚫ Instruction manual 

 

2.1     Investigation Procedures on Product-containing Substances①  

Delivered Products for Component Business and Sensor/Communication Business 

(1) Reporting methods 

Suppliers are required to fully disclose the contained substances in order to guarantee the prohibited 

substances specified in our Green Procurement Standards are not contained and that substances not included 

in the report have not been used. One of the three reporting methods listed below ①-③ can be used for 

reporting all the constituent substances in full disclosure.  
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Prohibited substances listed in Appendix 2 (List of Substances) are not allowed to be used for 

non-exemption application, or for use exceeding threshold levels. Controlled substances listed in Appendix 2 

are not permitted to report any of them as wild card or impurities. In addition, substances that fall under the 

following seven substance groups but not included in Appendix 2 are not permitted to report any of them as 

wild card or impurities.  

⚫ Cadmium compounds 

⚫ Hexavalent chromium compounds 

⚫ Lead compounds 

⚫ Mercury compounds 

⚫ Halogen compounds 

⚫ Phosphorus compounds 

⚫ Antimony compounds 

 

In case of revision of the relevant laws and regulations and this our green procurements standards are revised, 

please confirm the content status of the substances in question and if contained, report it to us as soon as 

possible In addition, in case of changes in report (The report means ① JAPIA sheet, ② Report on the 

inclusion of substances of concern or ③ IMDS which have been already sent to us from you), please 

re-submit it as soon as possible. 

Furthermore, at a request of customers who have dealings with us, we may ask suppliers to submit analytical 

data, component tables, SDS, etc. in addition to ①-③.  

< Reporting tool > 

①  JAPIA Standard Material Datasheet (hereinafter referred to as JAPIA sheet) 

②  Report on the inclusion of substances of concern 

③  IMDS 

 

 

(2) Method of case-by-case reporting 

: Substance that makes up our product. 

e.g.: raw materials and parts (general purchased products, subcontracted parts), packaging materials, auxiliary 

materials, etc. 

II: A chemical product that remains in our product or makes up a part of it 

For both I and II cases, it is required to report in accordance with (1). We may also ask suppliers to submit  

analysis data, component tables, SDS, etc. 

III: Chemical products that are used only in our production process, but do not remain in our products 
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e.g.: detergents, abrasives, etching solutions, surfactants, water treatment agents, discharge processing oils, 

resists, release solutions, developers, equipment maintenance and management chemical products, 

etc. 

Basically, reporting is not necessary, but we may ask due to a request of our customers, etc. In that case, 

reporting needs to be made in accordance with (1). We may also ask for analysis data, component tables, 

SDS, etc. 

(3) Data Entry 

We explain how to input data about the product-containing substance using various reporting tools. For 

information on the part element, please refer to "(Reference) The concept of the part which becomes the 

structural unit of the component". For any further question, please contact our representative. 

①  JAPIA Sheet 

The JAPIA sheet format is published in the latest version on the JAPIA home page  

(http://www.japia.or.jp), so please download and use it along with the external list that is also published. 

Please be sure to save the downloaded JAPIA sheet and the external list in the same folder before data 

entry to the JAPIA sheet. You cannot enter an external list if you enter it only in JAPIA sheet or if you save 

it to a different folder. 

How to input into JAPIA sheet is open to the public on JAPIA's website, so please refer to it. 

A password is needed to access the JAPIA sheet. We will provide the password to the contact person of the 

supplier. In addition, we ask the primary supplier to extend development of the reporting activities to the 

secondary supplier, and further extension throughout the supply chain network. 

［Data entry designated by us］ 

Car maker code 10000000  

Supplier code_(required) Your company code  

Supplier name (required) Name of your company 

Deadline for response (not needed) 

Answer date_(required) Date you submit JAPIA sheet year/month/day 

Delivered product 

number_ (required) 

Product number specified by our company 

Design change number_   

(optional） 

Product name specified by our company. If not specified by us, use your 

product number 

Design change number_   

(optional） 

When inputting detailed issue due to a design change, etc., make entry in 

this field. 

Constitute element  Part element: Enter the minimum decomposition unit that makes up the 
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name_ (required） part 

Material product name_ 

(optional)  

In case there is a material product name, use this column 

Mass unit Mass unit is in gram (g) 

    < Notes > 

・Input of the containing component: All the components in the material are required to be  

disclosed, including the impurities, etc. 

・Confidential information as wildcard compounds is not permitted to contain prohibited substances and 

controlled substances. Please report to us when the components of the material are confirmed (Refer to 

the above, 4) How to report the results of the survey (1) Report method) 

［Submission］ 

When submitting the JAPIA sheet, please check the following, output it in csv format, and then send it by 

e-mail in accordance with the instructions described in (4). 

(i) Make sure that there are no prohibited substances included. 

(ii) Be sure to check errors on the JAPIA sheet to make it error-free. 

      *We do not accept the report with errors registered.  

(iii) Output in csv format from the JAPIA Datasheet and give the file name as follows. 

     *<How to give a file name> 

        Our part number.csv (e.g. 99-99999Z01.csv, 2AE-xxxxxxAA.csv) 

(iv) Others 

⚫ JAPIA sheet must be submitted one sheet per part number. 

⚫ If there is a sub-number in the ASSY product, please submit one sheet for each sub-number as a 

general rule. 

 

② Report on Substances of Concern contained in Products (output after input into the the data entry tool) 

For information on data entry and rules, please refer to the "Green Procurement Data Registration Tool 

Instruction Manual". 

Please download the instruction manual from the Supplier Information. Alternatively, you can go and 

check the “Data Registration Tool”. 

［Input designated by us］ 

Your company's name Name of your company 

Name of your Office, if necessary. 

Name of person in charge Name of the person in charge of the investigation 
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Telephone and e-mail Information about the person in charge of the investigation 

ALAP Product Number  Product number specified by our company 

Please copy the number when our request is made under a separate paper 

or e-mail.  

If the number is not yet determined, please fill in your product number. 

Supplier product number Your product number 

ALAP product name Product name specified by our company 

Product mass Mass of the investigation object per investigation unit 

In case of individual parts, input the mass per unit 

In case of those without a specific shape, plate-like, or sheet, etc., input per 

unit mass 0.001 (g) 

[How to input］ 

Please divide the investigation object into parts, describe all the parts, and fill in all the substances that make  

up the part. For information on how to input the information and rules, please refer to the " Green 

Procurement Data Registration Tool Instruction Manual ". 

[ Submission] 

When submitting a report on the inclusion of substances of concern, please confirm the following information 

in advance, and submit the report in PDF format and the data registration tool to the person in charge of our 

company who requested the contained substance investigation.   

(i) Make sure that there are no prohibited substances. 

(ii) Be sure to check for errors on the data registration tool and make sure there are no errors involved. 

*If there is an error, we will not accept it. 

 

  ③ IMDS 

Please visit the IMDS home page for instructions on how to input IMDS. Please create the IMDS data in 

accordance with IMDS Recommendation and send it to us.  

Please refer to section 2.3 for our criteria. 

    Please confirm the contents of section 2.2-② for the sending information. 
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(4) Reporting time 

① When adopting a new component material 

Please submit as shown in the table below 

item Purchased component materials Auxiliary materials / 

production auxiliaries  

Others 

Documents 

submitted 

Document Submission 4) (1), either 

one of ① to ③  

SDS As needed, we send 

specific instructions. 

Timing At the time of (evaluation) certification 

Send to Person in charge of materials procurement department 

 

② When an existing component material is changed 

Item Purchase component materials Auxiliary materials / production auxiliaries 

Document to 

be submitted 

Submit by either one of the ① to ③.   SDS 

Timing At the time of change application 

Send to Person in charge of materials procurement department 

 

(5) Exception handling for reporting 

     If you are unable to respond using the reporting method specified by us, please contact our person in charge of 

the Materials Procurement Department. 
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2.2     Investigation Procedures on Product-containing Substances② 

Delivered Products for Module and System Business 

(1) Reporting methods 

Suppliers are required to fully disclose the contained substances in order to guarantee the prohibited  

substances specified in our Green Procurement Standards are not contained and that substances not included 

in the report have not been used.  

   Prohibited substances are not allowed to be used for non-exemption application, or for use exceeding threshold 

levels. Controlled substances should be included in the report without omission. Prohibited and Controlled 

substances are not allowed to report as wild card or impurities. 

In case of revision of the relevant laws and regulations and this our green procurements standards are revised, 

please confirm the content status of the substances in question and if contained, report it to us as soon as 

possible In addition, in case of changes in report , please re-submit it as soon as possible.  

Furthermore, at a request of customers who have dealings with us, we may ask suppliers to submit analytical  

data, component tables, SDS, etc. in addition to IMDS. 

 

(2) Method of case-by-case reporting 

: Substance that makes up our product 

e.g.: raw materials and parts (general purchased products, subcontracted parts), packaging materials, 

auxiliary materials, etc. 

: A chemical product that remains in our product or makes up a part of it 

For both I and II cases, it is required to report in accordance with (1). We may also ask suppliers to submit 

analysis data, component tables, SDS, etc. 

III: Chemical products that are used only in our production process, but do not remain in our products 

e.g.: detergents, abrasives, etching solutions, surfactants, water treatment agents, discharge processing           

oils, resists, release solutions, developers, equipment maintenance and management chemical 

products, etc. 

Basically, reporting is not necessary, but we may ask due to a request of our customers, etc. In that case, 

reporting needs to be made in accordance with (1). We may also ask for analysis data, component tables, 

SDS, etc. 

 

(3) Data Entry 

We explain how to input data about the product-containing substance using various reporting tools. For 

information on the part element, please refer to "(Reference) The concept of the part which becomes the 

structural unit of the component". For any further question, please contact our representative. 
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Send to] 

Company ID 1906 

ALPS ALPINE CO., LTD. (Alpine Electronics) 

Product number field One of the Products Code, Contents Code, or Product number specified 

by our company. 

Supplier Code Your company code 

  ＊For certain parts, there are case in which we ask you to send them to a different company ID: 1687_ALPS 

ALPINE CO., LTD. (Automotive Products).  

In that case, we will e-mail you and make a request to send to the company ID. 

 

(4) Reporting time 

① When adopting a new member 

   Please submit the report as shown in the table below. 

Item Electrical parts Mechanical parts* Finished product Auxiliary materials/ 

Production auxiliaries 

Others 

Document 

submitted 

IMDS SDS+IMDS As needed, we send 

specific instructions. 

Reporting 

timing 

At time of Product 

under 

consideration 

(evaluation)  

At time of Product 

certification (type 

inspection) 

At time of Product 

certification 

At time of Product under 

consideration (evaluation) 

Report to Designer in charge or  

Person in charge at parts procurement department  

Person in charge of parts 

procurement department 

Send it to the designated ID and report to the designer in charge by e-mail. 

*: Including substrates and electrical components subject to type inspections such as FPC, etc. 

 

② When an existing product is changed 

Item Electrical parts Mechanical parts* Finished product Auxiliary materials/ 

Production auxiliaries 

Others 

Document 

submitted 

IMDS SDS+IMDS As needed, we send 

specific instructions. 

Reporting 

time 

At change application 

Report to Designer in charge or  

Person in charge at parts procurement department 

Person in charge of  

Parts Procurement Dept. 

Send it to the designated ID and report to the designer in charge by e-mail. 

     *: Including substrates and electrical components subject to type inspections such as FPC, etc. 
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 (5) Exception handling for reporting 

  If you are not able to use IMDS for any reason, it is acceptable that you report according to the manner 

described in 2.1-①.  

In that case, please apply to the contact information listed in (4) above and obtain the necessary formats. 
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2.3     IMDS Data Accepting Criteria (Our Criteria) 

1) Purpose 

By clarifying our criteria for submitting IMDS data, we will improve the quality of the created data, 

The purpose is to reduce the man-hours generated by the refund. 

＊ Please correct and resubmit the IMDS data promptly in case our customers request to correct it. 

 

2) Please check the latest IMDS Recommendations frequently. 

 

3) Forwarding allowed (Recipient data) 

     Please put a check mark of Forwarding allowed. 

 

4) Material Name 

Notes on material names that receive a lot of corrections from end users are described. 

Please confirm the following points and send data to us. 

 

◆ Metal: If you do not use IMDS Steering Committee data 

Please enter a material name that complies with official standards. 

      For materials that are not defined by official standards, enter a specific name. 

      (Please refer to IMDS Rec.001 Rule 4.4.2.A, 4.4.2.B) 

      Good example              Example of NG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Lead frame" is the name of the site, 

In order to judge that it is not a 

material name, 

Eligible for refund 

IMDS is different from the JAMA sheet, so the 

JAMA sheet Also notation such as "Nickel/Other 

Nickel alloy" that was used Basically, I don't accept 

it.  
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◆ Resin: When the material is a resin part (VDA 5.1.*, 5.4.*) 

Please use the abbreviation according to ISO 1043-1, -2 as the material name. 

      Good example              Example of NG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◆ Others: In the case of adhesives, paints, etc. 

(Please refer to IMDS Rec.001 Rule 4.4.2.D, 4.4.2.a) 

      Good example 

 

 

 

Example of NG 

 * Does not contain words that match the material classification (e.g., Adhesive in the case of 6.2) 

 

 

 

 

 

5) Process chemicals 

    Please report it, when delivering molded products to us, based on IMDS Rec.001 Rule 4.4.1.B 4.4.2.C 

If it is used in the manufacturing process but does not ultimately remain, please do not include it in the report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Mold pound" is the name of the part, 

In order to judge that it is not a material name, 

Eligible for refund 
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6) Part number (destination information) *Delivered Products for Automotive Information Equipment Business 

   Please confirm the following points about our Parts number in Recipient data before sending data to us. 

 

◆ In the case of format 1 (for parts) 

      Do not enter a symbol that indicates the issue. 

      Good example              Example of NG 

０１－２３４５６Ｚ７８          ０１－２３４５６Ｚ７８－Ａ 

 

◆ In the case of format 2 (for products) 

      Do not enter a symbol that indicates the issue. 

      Good example              Example of NG 

ＡＢ１２３４Ｃ               ＡＢ１２３４Ｃ０１ 

 

 

 

 

 

If there is a symbol or number indicating the issue on 

the part number 

Because it is not possible to register in our system, it 

will be refunded. 
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2.4 Part element of the compositional unit of the product: Concept of homogeneous material 

 

Regardless of the reporting method above 4) (3) ① to ③, check the minimum unit that constitutes the object to 

be investigated, divide it into minimum part elements and then report.  

The part herein refers to the minimum compositional homogeneous material of the object. In addition, homogeneity 

means that the component that makes up the part is the same throughout. The following is not considered 

homogeneous. 

・The same kind of resin with different colors 

・The same type of resin with or without flame retardants contained 

・The same type of resin with or without fillers contained 

・Each layer plating of multilayer plating that is not an alloy 

・Tape base material and adhesive 

 

 

(e.g.) multilayer capacitor 

                                      [ Part elements ]  

① Dielectric_Ceramic 

② Internal electrode _Ag 

③ External electrode _Ag 

④ Base plating _Ni 

⑤ Surface plating _Sn 

 

 

 

 

(e.g.) Double-sided tape 

                         [ Part elements ] 

① Base _PET 

② Adhesive_Acrylic adhesive 
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